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ELPERIIiLTS WITH AIRPLAJE BRAKES* 
By Frarz iichael 
The attempts to check the length of run of an airplane 
by brak .s,go.:back..to the earliest d ays of flying. At one 
time i was essayed. to produce the necessary arrestiig force 
by men.s of a hook. fastened. to the. landing gear which, it 
wshopod,.wouLd.buryito	 in the ground-upon landing.. 
But the. zpe.zont.s with :thoso more or. lcs.s abo'tivo designs 
wer.e doomed. to. failure because of tieuncontrollable agn.i-
tude of the prevailing braking force, and it is to thb cred-
it of Merican aviation that, the problem of brakes has at 
las.t..been seriously, considered. in connection wlth. aircraft.. 
Disregarding. the prejudice against brakes prevailing in Eu-
rope, whore their use had always boon associ .at.od: with a ton-
cncy for pitning of trio airp)eno on its rose, trio United 
Staes cxperimontcd.ith accoDtcd automobile brakes for air-
craft use, ad tho results were oxco.cd.ingly gratifying. 
In Germany the question o± brakes received a new impe-
tus by..thc abno..ral,lngth of.. run oflargo aii.p 1ancs when 
using tailskLd• shoes and. wheels which wore spci.al1y do.-
.sigaod. for. turf protection.. The dovclppmont of G-erman wheel 
braos for arplanes is Dr.imarily due to the efjforts of. the 
Junkers Airplane. Company, the Knorr Brake Company.,. and the. 
Plektron I.etal. Company.	 '	 . 
7henev.èr. the xir 'ession tt airplan. O brake" is used. in.. 
the following, it inean.s b.raking.of. the airplane by the 
g'ound friction, upon. landing. or.. rolling. It does not in-
clude aorodynaii.c bi.aking dovico.s which., by changos in air 
resistance or :popcllcr thrust., produce a deceleration, of 
the aiplano prior .to:..touchiig .tho ground..	 .. 
T10 replacement of trio loid, strongly docoloroting 
tail skid by a. sp ecial. tail whoci, in particular, ,as but 
one stop removed from oquipping this tail, wheel with a 
* Il Vorsu'chó mit' Plugzeugb'romson.' U	 Zeitschrift .f-iir Plugt.cc"nr 
ni'k und I,Iotorlftschiff.ahrt,' May 28, 1931, pp..' 302312:, 
nd JDflC 15, 1931, pp. 338-344.
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brake. Proposals of thisnature have, in fact, been fre-
quently made, but had. to be rejectdd upon closer examina-
tion, Efficient braking effect of the tail wheel would, 
by virtue of the small amount of airplane weight resting 
on the tail, re quire such an abnormally high coefficient 
of ground. fiction, that it would hardly be possible not 
to injure the ttirf, which was precisely the object of the 
s1:ocial tail wheel.	 •,' 
'Based •upon the "exporioncOs gaind. with automobile 
brakc-s,.tho first "attomp.ts 'consisted. in equipping tho 
whocls of thial'1 and' med.ii' sizo airplanes with direct-
actiflg rochanical brakes opera'tod. by hand.. or foot. Anoth-
er positivo-acting brake Is thô much used oloo-pnoumatic 
brake, particularly in foreign . countries, T'TO overcome oil 
.lcakago the pilot hao a brako lôvcr. which operato a small 
hydraulic pvmp. A few backward and forward. movements of 
tiis lover take up all thO brake clearances, and. any fur-
ther pressure on the lever aplios to tho brake. Since. - 
the transmission may not be raised. arbitrarily., while on 
the other hand. low actuating force is desirable, the 
whe,ol size for direct-acting brakes is limited. to 1020 X 
1'?5 mm (40,16 X 6.89 ii,) whcc1 for mechanical brakes, 
and. slightly higher for oleo brakes. 
For greater braking energies, as necessitated on 
large airDlanes, the application Of indirect-acting brakes: 
is recommended,, and. this report deals primarily with brakes 
of this kind, ' Th e p rincipal advantage of the indirect-
acting brake is that it releases the pilot; ho merely on-
gages the brake and sets it to the desired pressure, which 
calls for no specilal efforts.. A very simple exponent of 
this type of indirect-acting brake is the compressed. air 
brake, which is therefore specially suited. for very high 
braking forces, The advantages in using compressed. air for 
actuation lie in the case with which the. braking effect may' 
bo fitted to a. particular airplane, In the sensitiveness 
of the gradation, the precise limitation of the highest 
ormissiblo braking pressure, and the suppressiom of any 
difficultios when ap plying the brakes. In addition, the 
compressed. air brake ensures balancing of the energizing 
forces of the brake shoes of several wheels by prescribed 
ocuivalont braking. When the onorgizing forces are equal 
no exact 'balance is necessary, hecauso the different whcols 
always will show some slight di'cropancies in brako effect. 
But it is absolutely necessary that the-energizing force's 
of tho brake shoes balanco 'ono another.
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The chief disadvantage of this typo of brake is that 
a supply of compressed air or o].so an air compressor must 
be carried on the airplane. Whon the compressed air con-
tainers or cylinders aié of light metal it is possible to 
carry 4 liters (244.1 cu.in.) of air at 150 atmospheres,' 
weighing 4 kg (B.82 lb.)' '- a supply ample for more than 
100 braking op erations. If the airplane is large enough 
to carry an auxiliary power plant it is advisable to in-
dude a small air compressor which automatically keeps 
the pressure ata constant minimum, The ,
 compressed air'' 
cylinder must be large aiid tight enough to ensure satis-' 
factory braking, especially when needed most, that iC, in 
case of a forced landing, when the engine, and through' it, 
the compressor, stops's 
The construction of brake wheels began with wire 
wheels which wore often simply modi'fiod to rocoivOa brake 
drum. There has been a persistent attempt in Germany to 
abandon the wire wheel for the disk wheel, particularly 
for the larger' sizes where the elektron castings offer 
sDecial advantages. 	 or several years the use of cast 
elektron wheels has gained considerably. Recently such 
wheels were also equipped with brakes. Thus, Figure 1 
shows a cast olektron wheel 1300 X 300 thin (51.18 X 11.81 
in.) with the brake shoe arrangement of the Elektronrnetall 
comany (original type). The brake drum is 500 X 50mm 
(19.69 X 1.97 in.); operation is by compressed air at 3 
atmospheres. (The shoe arrangement is type I of Figure 
3.') Figure 2 shows the same wheel mounted with' a brake 
of the ICnorr Brako Company, which operates •at 6 atm. (shoe 
arrangement VI in Figure 3) • Howvor, since the usc of 
compressed air for brake actuation still tends to make 
installation somewhat comlicated, it was imperative to 
make the mounting in the wheel as simple as possible.. 
For that reason no' radically new types were resorted to, 
but the internal expanding types were usod which, in or-
der to gain an idea of their effect and treachernousness, 
are in need of some explanatory notes, particularly as 
concerns the "servo action." 
In the automobile industry the internal expanding 
type of brake with. servo action is an arrangement in 
which the one brake shoe is assisted by the subsoquont 
one, with the result that the friàtional forces of the 
first brake shoe raises tho energizing p ressure and 
through it the braking offoct of the second shoo 	 In 
principle it pertains, therefore, to the utilization of 
the friction on brako shoes for creating normal forces
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and through it new frictional forces. 7ith this as start-
ing point, it is advisable to go into the conception "ser-
vo action" a little more in dotail. When a small piece 
of brake lining is pressed .at a given constant normal 
force against a brake drum, a brking torque corresponding 
to the friction coefficient is produced. es soon as tho 
drum rotates. If the coefficient of friction rises, the 
braking torque, because of. the constant normal force, in-
creases precisely proportional to it, or in other words, 
the frictional force does not influence the normal force; 
there is no servo action, In the following,.wo speak of 
a "positive servo action" when by constant actuating force 
the rotarding offoct of a brako by incroasing friction co-
efficient p. of the lining rises stronger than propor-
tionately to p., and. of a "negative servo action" when by 
increasing p. tho riso of the braking torque is loss than 
proportionately to p. 
In order to gain an insight into thomothoc1. of oper-
ation of different typos, a sorics of brake-shoe disposi-
tions (fig. 3) aro mathematically invost±gatod: 
I Two shoes with positive sorvo action, separate, 
but equal actuating force; 
II Two shoes, with positive servo action, the first 
shoe assisting the second; 
III Three shoes with positive servo action; 
IV Internal expanding brake with angle of contact 
3000; 
V One shoe with positive, the other with negative 
servo action, both shoes separate, but with 
equal actuating force; 
VI One shoe with positive, tho other with nogativo 
servo action, balanced by cam operation; 
VII First and. second. shoes with positive, and third. 
shoe with negative servo action; first and. 
third shoe separate but with equal actuating 
force; the, first shoe energizes, the second;. 
VIII First and. second. shoe with positive, the third. 
with negative servo action, partially balanced. 
by cam operation;
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IX Two shoeS with nogativo servo action and separate, 
but equal actuating force 
The difference in the stationary pins from the mova-
ble pins is roadil noted in Figure 3. 
The determination of the servo action of these brake-
shoe assemblies for arbitrary operating conditions is 
hoe1ess because of the excessive number of variables af-
fecting the transaction. Eowever, it is possible to gain 
a clear conception of the merits of the divers arrange-
ments for a few limiting cases by very simple calculation. 
In the comparison the brake drum diameter was kept con-
stant. 
7e began by examining the forces acting on the brake 
shoes. For the determination of the load distribution 
over the shoes it was assumed that the brake linings fol-
low Hooko's law, are neatly fitted and bedded in by wear. 
The assumption of Hooke's law, that is, the proportional-
ity between compression of the lining and the absorption 
of force, is fulfillei to a certain extent for the load-
ing, as becomes apparent from the load, tests described. 
further on. But there is a material discrepancy at un-
loading. From the load distribution we merely defined the 
position of the normal force resultant, while for the rest, 
the offect of the dist±ibution was disregarded in the com-
parison of the different shoe disposition.
N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 635
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In add.tion, the same. frictiàz coefficient for all sho,es 
and the same braking torque for each brake was assumed, 
thusmaking loran i&ealcon:d.ition. The..forcos obtained 
for	 = 0.5 as Diotted. in Figure 5 at an arbitrary scale, 
are valid for all forces. If the• sof • he iormal forces, 
which is the earns for all "arr.ángernents, ôquals 100%, and. 
all force's.are e±pressed in.pr cent of this normal force 
sumniation, the result is a comprehensive comparison of the 
various brake-shOe airangemCnts with respect to the forces 
under ideal operating attitude. These values are aDpendod. 
in Table I for p.. = 0.3 and. 	 = 0.5. The discrepancies 
between tho individual shoe arrangements aro enormous in 
tart as, for cxamlo, a coefficient of friction p = 0.5 
in the threo-shoe type (iii ii fig. 3) yielded only 3.5 
of theroauircd. actuating force, while in arrangement IX 
(fig. 3) it rose to . 78% as a result of the negative servo 
action. Anothbr romarkable fQaturo isthat arranoments 
I, VI, and IX possess no "free forces" which must be di-
verted. into the landing gear, for which reason the braking 
torque in these arrangements is preferably transmitted 
without free forces by a çouplC of forces (flange) to the 
landing gear.	 S	 . 
The distribution of the braking effect over the var-
ious shoes is readily seen in Table I. As the coefficient 
of friction docroaos the discrepancies dueto servo ac--
tion become saallor, 
In the determiiiaion of the forces a consta.nt operat-
ing .ttitude for each brake was used as basis. Now, if 
for any reason the friction coefficient changes while the 
pilot actuates the brake with constant pressure, that is, 
while he expects a constant braking effect, a. change in 
braking torque occurs which again .s an index of the ex-
tent of the servo.action ofa.brake-shoe arrangement. 
Figures 4 and 5 show the variation in brakilig torque 
plOtted against	 for the divers arrangements, with tho 
braking torquO fo1 p.. = 0.3 (fig. 4) and. t = 0.5 (rig. 5) 
equa] to 100 ., that is, corresponding to the accepted: 
braking torque, for whichthe brake is designed. 
In order to 
more, clearly the 
ted against , 
Figures 4 and. 5. 
Figures 6 and. 7, 
= l00. Positiv
briig out the effect of the servo action 
Nip.. curves in Figur 6 and 7 were plot-
with precisely' the same assumptions as in 
'The attUude of missing servo action in 
is she	 by trl.e horizontal	 constait 
e servo action denotes a rise in the curves
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when	 increases, hence	 M I.M1 is positive. By nega-d.	 d'M1 ' tive servo action, accordingly. 	 is negative (ar-. 
rangement IX, fig. 3). The brakes with large positive 
servo action show the greatest fluctuations. For instance, 
a change in	 from	 0.5 to	 = 0.6 in the three-

shoe arrangement (III, fig. 3) resulted. in an increase o 
almost 100% in braking torque. (Fig. 5.) As the servo 
action diminishes, the effect becomes smaller until at 
arrangement VI, by missing serwo action the braking torque 
varies only proportional to	 ,' although even, in this ar-
rangement the shoes operate separately with servo action. 
But due to the can operation the energizing paths of the 
two shoes are no longer independent of one another. The, 
equilibrium demands equal normal forces along both shoes, 
with the p rovision, of course, that the elastic conditions 
in both shoes are exactly alike, that they wear the same 
and have the same amount of clearance. 
If the initial attitude M = 100% is at p = 0.3 
(fig. 4), the changes in braking torque by equal variations 
in friction coefficient (expressed in percentage) are 
slightly smaller, but in the arrangements with large servo 
action they always are very pronounced.. 
As second important disturbance of the ideal operat-
'ing attitude,xamined the effect of a changed load 
distribution alongthe brake lining, Figure 8 shows an 
arbitrarily shaped. shoe whose load. distribution along the 
brake lining is very conducive to ideal operating attitude. 
The normal force resultant is almost in the center of the 
brake lining, and the change in load per unit area along 
the. lining is moderate. Now, any disturbance sot up in 
this distribution through uneven wear or clearance along 
the lining shifts the normal force resultant upward oi 
downward. This may cause a very essential change in brak-
ing effect, and constitutes the principal danger in shoe 
brakes embodying the otherwise excellent servo action. 
In order to estimate the highest overload which may occur 
here we determined. the. magnitude of the normal force re-
sultant fo different points on the brake lining and plot-
ted them in the middle positionin per cent. ,of the normal 
force resultant. The diagan denotes a very pronounced 
rise n normal force resultant and, through it, in braking 
effect, as soon asthe roult±itapproaches the upper ox-
teiity of the brake'linng, In ordor to remedy this, a• 
a..splacemnt of the pivot was effected which lowered. the
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peak considerably. On the other hand, .it should be noted 
that shifting the pivot ontils a chahgo in load d.istribu-
tion in the case of the above designated ideal operating 
attitude, and. that the .horo discussed investigation must 
be made for the possible maximum friction coefficient of 
the utilized brake lining. The result is a compromise 
which must be effected in order to ensure a favorable so-
lution. 
•	 :Ioreover, the investigations prove the 'significance 
of the snug fit of shoes and lining to. the brako drum, 
Ii brakes with high servo action especially, the lining 
should be worn in gradually bofore attempting to apply the 
maximum braking rossuro. Another possible inprovemont in 
brake liniflg fit, may be accomplished by reducing the whool 
hub clearance, say, by using ball bearings. Attempts 
should be made to equip the wheel hubs with needle bearings 
and to subject. them to a series of tests. 
The calculations made for several limiting cases re-
veal, although far from conclusive information, consider-
able data as to the merits and demerits of the servo ac-
tion. To make this information complete, we would have to 
include the effect of the load, distribution and the shoe 
length, the deformation of shoes and drums due to mechan-
ical and thermal stresses, etc. But this is impossible 
unless a very detailed arrangement is available for inves-
tigation at the same time that actual brake measurements 
are made. Now the question arises whether or not servo 
action is at all to be recommended on airplane brakes. 
If direct-acting brakes are usod for high braking pres-
sures, the servo action becomes almost a necessity. As a 
mattor of fact there is no objection to the use of servo 
action if the dangers are suitably reduced by correspond-
ing design. of the brake shoes. One advantage of indirect-
acting brakes is that they permit very high braking forces 
easily even without resorting to servo action. But unfor-
tunately this is at the oxpenSe of increased weight, be-
cause the' actuating forces become considerably higher. 
One may even go a step furthor and use indirect-acting 
brakes with negative servo action, thus aprroaching he 
verr desirable attitude of minimum effect of friction co-
efficient from variations. Put unfortunately, a limit in 
still greater extent is encountered-, as bedomes evident in 
the air consumption of comrossed- air brakes. 
The braking effect of the landing wheels was estimat-
ed. from a number of pull-up tests made with a Junkers A 24
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(owned by the D,V.L.).at lanaing and.'rolling. These meas-
urements were preceded. by a series of wear-in experiments 
of brake linings and o'f achock onthe various instru-
ments. :.ir,Biechtoler. of tho D.V.L. flight section was at 
the controls during all those flight tosts, while the 
readings and the paper work 'iorQ .n the.hands of my asso-
ciates, Grabarse and' Schumacher. 
The gross weight of 5100 kg (11,243,56 lb.) was con-
stantly maintained. for all flights, and.no changes in trim 
were effected., Figure 9 shows the airplane with its re-
spectiveC.G, position, so as to facilitate the estimate 
of the possible braking effect (danger of nosing over). 
The friction coefficients of the ,various brake linings 
were not confirmed 'by laboratory tests, Such measurements 
are of groat value in all problems of brake lining dovol-
opriont, and when it is.attemptcd to offoct some improve-
mont by relatively simple comparison tosts as, for exam-
ple, in behavior under different temperatures,
	 But the 
conditions under which the brake linings actually work are 
difficult to simulate in the laboratory, and.theresults 
of such tost are inmost casos to bo interpreted. rela-
tively. In order to obtain some data on the conditions as 
they actually occur in the wheel brake, even at the risk 
of not always being able to separate the individual fac-
tors affecting the procedure, the flight tests were pro-. 
f erred., 
The primary object of theso brake tests was to define: 
1. The coaction of wheel braking with differont.fo'rms 
of tail skids and. the obtainable reduction in 
run; 
2. The deceleration of the airplane and its variation 
during the run; 
3., The existing braking torque and the effect of the 
ground condition on the. possible braking effect; 
4, The behavior of various brake linings under dif-
ferent operating attitudes, 
The simiicity of the test '
 instruments is of primary 
importance, ,so that.the braking effect may be estimated as 
son as one test has boon completed. For measuring tho 
actuating forces tho air pressure was kept constant after 
engaging the brake and. the pressure was road for each
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wheel individually on precision pressure gauges mounted' 
in the cockp it, as'ind.icated. 1±i Figure 10. ' : Tho precision 
gauges c arc at the 1cfttho switchboard d. for opto-
grcph and dynamomotor, at the right; a denotes the brake 
lever of the wheel brake of Figu±'e•l, which is coupled to 
the rudder, b shows the brake levor of wheel brake ac-
cording to Figure 2 (temporary installation). The lever 
serves for two- and for onO-sido braking, 
At thobcginning of the brake tests, it as attempted. 
to measure the docolorations direct during rolling; but 
since they are cOmparatively small, "anI in additiin, since 
much great er ones may be set 'i..tp perpendicular to' the direc-
tion of rolling duo to landing shocks, hichmake the de-
termination of the component in the direction Of roIling 
eore difficult, this method was soon abandoned for path 
time diagrams even though they are not quite a 'accurate. 
Among the equipment shown in Figure 11, is a light 
test wheel with electric lights, and which during rolling 
is pressed against the ground by rubber cord0 A D.VL, 
ortograph is mounted below the third cabin windew, inad-
dition tea film camera set for the tc p edge of the 'test 
wheel rotation, For each wheel rotation the lights bli the 
test wheel pass once through the focus of the optograph' 
which records the test-wheel revolutions with respect to 
the time interval. 
Figure 12 is ah otograph record. of a . landing' without 
brakes with 144 test-wheel revolutions from thetime the 
landing whecls toudied the ground. to pull-up. Fiuro 13 
shows the corresponding optograph record. for a landing 
with full braking effect with 59,5 test-wheel revolutions 
and. consequently, 42% shorter run than in the landing with-
out brakes. 
Aside from the deceleration as defined by the path-
time curves, it was held desirable to measure the braking 
torque direct on the wheel by means of a dynamometer 
mounted in the transmitting rods of the braking torque 
and observed by means of . mirror from the cockpit 	 Sub-

sepuently this was modified and the record mechanically 
plotted with respect to time interval. 
Figure 14 shows the dynamometer with recording ech-
anism which Drovents the brake disk from turning with the 
land.in	 hel. The pointer of the dynarnometer is replaced. 
by a thin p aper-covered disk which executes rotary dofloc-
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tions corresponding to the forces introduced. A record•ing 
pen, actuated by an electric motor, moves radially and at 
constant speed over the paper. 
The rolling and g landing tests were partly executed. 
on theBerlin Ad.lershof flying field and. partly at the 
Berlin Tempeihof airport. As far as possible the tests 
included. the effect of tho con.itions of the ground. and of 
tho woathor on tho braking effect, which were made on 
grass—covered fields and. on concroto runways. 
At the beginning of the brake tests tho tail skid. was 
fitted with the conventional shoe. But since this typo 
has boon ruled. out as unsatisfactory, the remaining oxper-
inents were made with turf-protecting tail-skid shoes or 
tail wheels, as shown in Figures 15 and 16, both of which 
vere steerable, The wheel is of elektron and. fitted with 
a solid rubber tire. These two types of tail skids and a 
wheel brake conformal to Figure 1 wore used. to make a ser-
ies of comparative landings with the primary object of do-
fining the taxying run and the rate of doceleration of the 
ai±plano. The reading of the braking torque served to get 
a rough estimate of the average occurring ii braking. (Tho 
automatic rocording dynamometor in Figure 14 was not used 
until later.) This test series also included experiments 
with tail wheel and. wheel brake ôonformably to Figure 2. 
So as not to cause too much delay the oxporimonts wore not 
restricted. to measurements in still air or at a constant 
wind velocity. In fact, it was desirable to test them in 
bad weather and. in a strong wind also. The results of 
these tests aro shown in Tables II and. III.
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TABLE II. Landing Tests with Tail Skid an,d Tail Wheel

(Wheel brake as saown in Pigue 1) 
With	 'Gail	 skid 
Land-- Kind-	 f Brake Wind Time of Landinl 
ing 
No,
of 
braking
pressure 
atm.
velocity 
rn/S
roliin 
s
spee& 
rn/s
Pull-up 
L	 m 
11 Without - 4.4 26 21.5	 F 253 
'or ak e 
39 U - 5.5 35 22.5 322 
6]. 
62 ____
- 
-
0.5 
1.2
38.5 
33.5
23.0 
27.0
426 
410 
8 With 1 (5.5)b 11 21.0 128 
r ak e 
12 1 4.3 14 20.6 173 
17 1 (8) 12 20.1 133 
9 2 (6.8) 10 20.4 112 
13 2 3.8 10.3 25,0 139 
18 2 (8) .10.5__- 21,3 136 
10 With 3 5.5 10 20.0 127 
1 r ak e 
14 3 3.0 11 24.6 149 
19 3	 . (8) 9.5 22.9 136 
63 3 0 15,5 26.6 237 
64 3 0 13,0 26.8 174
(ra X 3.28083 = ft.) 
1Determined by stoppage of airplane independent of opto-
;raDh record-. 
8SDeed. over ground. 
3 Tho bracketed figures are averages in gusty wind. 
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TABLE 11 (Cont.) 
Landing Tests with Tail Skid and Tail hecl

(Wheel brake as shown in Figure 1) 
With	 tail	 wheel 
Land- Zjnd Brake Wind. Time of Landing 
ing of pressure velocity rolling1 speed Pull-up 
io, brai:ing atru. rn/s s rn/s 
20 Without - 2.8 365 240 250 
brake 
27 - (5.5) 30 22.0 280 
31 - 3.8 36 220 299 
35 - 3,8 41 20.2 318 
68 0.5 45.5 24.5 460 
79 Ii - 2.8 42 24 415 
28 With 1 (5.5) 15.5 24.2 179 
brake 
32 II 38 14 21.0 163 
36 1 3,8 14 25,4 149 
29 With
- 2 (5.5) 11 21,0 140 
brake 
33 It 2 3.8 12 21.3 128 
37 2 3.8 12 22.7 136 
34 With 2.5 3.8 12 22.8 139 
brake 
38 II 3.0 3.8 10 24.2 125 
65 2.9 1.0 13.5 29 179 
66 3.0 0.7 12.5 25,l 190 
II 3.0 -_ 2.0 12,5_- 2<2 153-
1Deterrained. by stoppage of airplane independent of opto-
graDh record. 
2 Speed over ground. 
(in X 3,28033=.. ft;.) 
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TABLE III. Landing Experiments with Type of Brake 
Shown in Figure 2 
Vith	 tail	 wheel 
Landing Braking Tind Time of Landing Length 
pressure velocity rolling speed of run 
ITo. atm. rn/s s rn/s 
82 2 2 t	 3 17 25.8 194 
83 5.6 2	 3 10 21,5 123 
87 4 to 61 5	 6 10 25.0 116 
88 4	 6 5	 6 9 22.2. 115 
90 5	 U	 6 4.4 8.5 25.0 116 
91 4 4.7 10 23.0 112
1 Brake pressure applied. progressively. 
(ni X 3.28083	 ft.) 
Figures 17-21 show the path-time curves of the land-
ings at different degrees of braking effect. Because of 
the uneven landing speeds (Compare Tables II and. III) and. 
of the effect of the wind, the runs, and. particularly 
those after landings without brakes are scattered. consid-
erably. To ensure a better comparison for estimating the 
braking effect the measured pull-up curves were again tab-
ulated. in Figures 19 and 20, but beginning at 17 rn/s 
(55,77 ft,/sec.) (61.2 km/h	 58.03 mi./hr,) rolling speed. 
This reduces the scattering considerably in spite of the 
fact that the run without brakes but with tail wheel is 
still very much affected. by wind, condition of ground, etc. 
The r'm of the airplane without brakes and. with, tail wheel 
was 10 to 20 greater in still air than when the special 
tail-skid. shoe was used. These figures are valid for 
grass-covered. fields. An airplane with idling engines and. 
equipped. with tail wheel is at times impossible to stop in 
a slight tail wind., whereas the tail skid. still creates 
enough frictional . resistance for braking. The use of tail 
wheels makes absolute dependability of the brake imperative. 
A comparison of the different measurements yields the 
figures for shortened runs by *heel braking, as appended 
in Table IV, 
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TABLE IV. Runs Shortened. by Wheel Brake 
Total length of 
run	 (m)
Run, beginning at 
v = rn/s 
tail tail tail tail tail 
Run with skid. skid. wheel skid. wheel 
shoe 
Without brakes 100 100 100 100 100 
With brakes % 40 35 30 30 20
(ill x 3.28083 = ft.) 
These figures are obtainable without noting any tend.ency 
of the airplane to nose over in ordinary landing terrain. 
From the figures, one requirement may be deduced., namely, 
that a good. brake should ensure a shorter run by at least 
604. Another imp ortant result,, according to these curves 
is, that even a moderate braking effect shortens the land-
ing run considerably, whereas the application of great9r 
brake pressures does not result in conformably shorter 
runs. The reason for this is that during the first few 
seconds of landing the brake is either not yet energized 
or, if previously engaged., the lack of ovonly strong 
ground pressure of the airplane prevents it from ccoming 
fully effective. Because of the high speed of the air-
plane during these first few seconds, the rolling distance 
not utilized. for brake action is considerable and practi-
cally unaffected by the amount of applied brake pressure. 
In principle the brake should. not be engaged before 
the airplane touchos the ground, Several kinematograph-
ically recorded landings with a different airplane of the 
same tyDe and. mounted with the wheel brake of Figure 2 
are shown in Figure 22. They were made with "blocked't 
wheels at the Tempeihof airport and evince only slight 
discrepancies from the other pull-up measurements,. more 
particularly as the airplano was fitted with a conv.on-
tiona]. tail skid. Thus engaging the brako prior to sot-
tiig down is of no particular advantage. In most cases 
it merely gives an airplane a greater tendency to bôunc-
ing and roll erratically, 
This brings us to the deceleration of the airplane 
and. its variations during the run, The deceleration rec-
ords of the landing (by optograph) are plotted in Figures 
22 to 24. The slowing up began as the airplane touched 
the ground. with a CDeed. of about 1 m/s. In the landings 
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without brakes but with tail skid., it then d.roped. to about 
0.5-0.6 m/s2 (1.64-1.97 ft e /sec. 2 ) ., and to about 0.3-0,4 
m/s 2
 (.964-1.312 ft./sec.2) w'en a tail wheel with solid. 
rubber tire was used. 
By small braking effect • the ,deceleration remained ap-
proximately constant after the rise of engaging; but full 
braking effect was in most cases accompanied. by a maximum 
deceleration in about the middle of tho time of rolling 
followed by a dro toward the end of the run. The highost 
deceleration according to our measurements, amounted. to 4 
m/s2 (13.12 ft./sec.2) in normal landings, and about 5 
m/s 2 (16.4 ft./sec2) for the landings with blocked wheels, 
The drop in deceleration after exceeding a maximum is due 
in part to the drop in air resistance, and very likely due 
to a decrease in coefficients of friction of the rake 
linings during the run. At any rate, a pronounced, drop on 
the dynamometer pointer toward the end. of the run COUId. be 
noted. The first exDeriments were made with Ferodo fiber 
brake linings, which have a very high coefficient of fric-
tion, but are also more susceptible to higher temDeratures. 
As a result of the abovo exerioncos, various other kinds 
of brake linings were selected, for the other tests. 
By normal braking the highest deceleration figures 
occurred at rolling speeds ranging between 70 to 85% of 
the landing speed; that is, speeds acomp an!od by pro-
nounced landing gear stresses in bad. landings. 
In a subsequent series of rolling and. landing tests 
with a wheel brake according to Figur 1, we defined. the 
braking torque from the dynamometer records, one of which 
is reproduced. inFigure 25. The angular displacement cor-
responds t.o the force in the rods transmitting the braking 
torouc, while the distanco of the curve oint from the 
center represents the time 0±' rolling, The braking torque 
is plotted. against the time of roiling in Figures 26 to 
28, The brahing torques withwoel brake h)' 	 2 woro de 
fined in the same way 'out, being very similar to the oth-
ers, were not rèrrod.uced. The fixed values pertaining to 
the braking torque curves may be o:otaiacd. from Table 7, 
which shows that, save for a few exceptions, the braking 
pressure could be ke p t exactly constant after the brake 
was engaged, so that any variation in torque i to 'be as-
cribed. to fluctuations in braking effect in the individual 
brake shoes. In general, but particularly at low braking 
pressures, the torque was constant to a greater extent 
than the experiences gained. from the deceleration measure-
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ments had led us to believe; a proof that the employed 
linings were less susceptible to temperature effects than 
the Ferodofiber brake lining. At the same time, the do-
celerations showed amore uniform to constant behavior, 
The runs, beginning at v = 17 rn/s (55,77 ft../søc.) roll-
ing speed, by full braking effect again ranged between 50-
7b m (164.04-229.66 ft.) (Compare Fig-ares 19 and 20), so 
that the determination of run and deceleration could. be
 
forgone in the subsequent experiments. 
One remarkable feature was the disturbed behavior ii 
braking torque of all linings under maximum braking pres-
sure. At any rate the variations arc still within e.dmissi-
ble bounds. This result i.s of particular significance 'be-
cause of the selection of brake shoe arrangement I (fig, 
3) which, according to previous experiments, rovoaled an 
appreciable servo action, that is, a weakness to varia-
tions in the coefficient of friction of the brake linings. 
In Figure 29 the braking torque is plotted agains.t 
the braking pressure, that is, the energizing pressure of 
the brake shoes forvarious brake linings. The scattered 
range differs but little for the different linings. One 
interesting feature is that tho variations during a land-
ing are still completely superposed by the scattering of 
the values in the differont landings in whi&i the same 
braking pressure is applied. According tq the curves 
greater braking effect is still possible b raising the 
braking pressure, for there is no sign of approaching a 
maximum. The discrepancies in tho different linings is 
discussed in detail in a subsequent paragraph. 
The maximum braking torque of the 1300 X 300 mm 
(51,18 X 11.81 in.) wheel amotanted to about 500 rnkg 
(3615.49 ft,-lb.) at pull-up, according to Figures 26-28. 
And the question now is pertinent whether this braking 
torque is ample for the size of the wheel, becuso the ex-
periments were made with a lower airplane gross weight 
than the permissible loading of the airplane wheel war-
ranted. Thus it becomes incumbentto examine somewhat more 
closely the effect of the surface of the ground on the pos-
sible braking effect.. 
The coefficient of friction of the tire on tho ground 
may be determined, approximately, since the impact factor 
of the landing wheel loading and. the distribution of the 
gross weight over landing gear and tail skid were not 
measured. at the same time. If the airplane is disturbed
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during rolling, a shock Droduces an i.ncrease in the coeffi-
cient of friction necessary to set up the constant braking 
force, till at last the sliding limit is reached and the 
wheel is blocked. This was especially noticeable on th 
wheel trac when tie ground was frozen. iandng on a soft 
layer of snow, our grass-covered ground showed the coeffi-
cient of friction to be very small. Even a moderate braking 
effect made the sirlane slide forward with blocked wheels 
for a distance of 80 a (262 ft.) without rooting up the soil. 
To reduce the danger of sliding it is recommended to modify 
the tires and to use a simDle antiskid tread. Attem p ts in 
this direction have already been made by several tire manu-
fac-turers, but unfortunately no acceptable comparative test 
data has been published as yet. Likewise it might erha p s be 
timely to modify the inside construction of the tire to con-
form to the higher stresses through the supplementary braking 
forces. 
On the other hand, the introduction of wheel brakes makes 
certain exigencies on the quality of the round. In several 
landings the sod failed to withstand the stress, but cope.-
rated from the sandy subsoil beneath it and was sim p ly pushed 
aside by the blocked wheol. As a resL.lt the wheel dug into 
the sandy soil, the sod in front of the wheel kept piling up 
till at last the airplane began to nose over, even though the 
brake was released. Fortunately, this occurred at the end of 
the run, so that the airplane did. not nose over, however, •The 
plausible reason for this soil destruction is that no suffi-
ciently long effective braking force was available save at low 
rolling speed. For that reason the sod should be well rooted 
in the subsoil. On the other hand, the profitable ground 
friction of an air1ane running on sod is indubitably lower 
than of automobiles on dry strts, where coefficients of 
friction up to f	 0.75 are no exception. 
In order to got a general idea, lot the mean ground fric-
tion coefficient with resocct to dead. wheel load be computed 
for a maximum braking torque of 500 mkg (3616.5 ft.-lb.) (Com-
pare fig. 9) , with the airplane with tail wheel as basis, 
predicated on the assumption of absolutely level ground and an 
attitude of rolling toward the end of the run without any ro-
tation of the airplane around a lateral axis.
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TABLE V. Braking Torque for Different Brake Linings
(Theel brake as in fig. 1) 
lining I 
pre est:rakin 
Ground To.
( 
pressure
:*_rg 
matirum mean miniuurn 
atm. 
153 1.2	 to 1.4 126 100 90 
o concre e
152 1,9 200 170 140 
145 2.7 500 250 200 
l46 4.0 422 405
L	
390 
154 ................................ 1.0 90 85 80 
155 1.7 120 160 130 
148 2.0 240 200 170 
147 2.8 300 295 270 
151 2.8 270 270 270 
156 2.8 290 255 240 
157 5.9 415 385 343 
__L9 ___ 117 2.2 185 175 160 
concree
114 3.0 370 330 280 
115 3.0 340 335 325 
II8 3.9 400 370330 
122 0.8 130 110 100 
123 1.5 215 200 200 
121 2,0 270 245 235 
120 3.0 310 295 230 
116 3.1 315 295 290 L 119 3.8 450 420 400 
110 1	 to	 1.3 160 125 110 
109 2	 to	 2.2 220 210 200 
concrete 106 3,0 260 255 250 108 3.0 320 300 275 
111 3.0 320 295 290 
107 3.1 280 270 250 
_______ _____ _____ 
101 1.0 125 112 100 
I	 105 1	 to 1,2 155 140 I	 100 
I	 98 1,7 245 230 210 
100 2,2 350 325 310 p sod. 99 2,6 405 395 380 
102 (2.5)	 to	 3 445 435 400 
103 (2.5)	 to	 3 500 460 435 
-- 112 3.0 j425 '110! 400
*Since the maxiaum and. minium figures occurred. onl y for very 
short Deriods, we included. averages, which really decide the 
amount of braking during the whole run, (mig X 7.23298 = ft.-lb.) 
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An effective rolling radius of. the airplane wheels of 
about 0.6 (.1.97 ft.) yields for the whole airplane a brak-
ing force on the ground of 
= 2X500	 1670 kg (3681.72 lb.) 
The resultant of this braking force and. the load on the wheel 
yields a total wheel force which approaches the C.G. of the 
airplane and thereby relieves the tail-skid pressure consid-
erably. The unloading already amounts to 62% of the availa-
ble tail-skid pressure for a skid pressure of 
= 550 - 340 = 210 kg (462.97 lb.), 
for an ideal landing in this case. The load on both airplane 
wheels is 4890 kg (10,780.59 lb.) by a utilized ground fric-
tion coefficient of
P-	 1670 f =	 --- = 0.342 4890 
To facilitate conversion to other airplane wheels, we include 
the ground. friction cooficient reduced for full wheel load 
(tail skid raised) and full wheel radius 
f = .0.342 X	 X	 =	 0.3. 5100	 0.65 
This figure may serve as index in dimenoiuning uitahle 
brakes for airplane landing wheels, just a th above figure 
for the obtained tail skid unloading re p resents by more than 
60% an empirical value for the suitable location of the land-
ing gear ahead of the center of gravity. Since the total 
wheel load-, for which the 1300 X 300 mm (51.18 X 11.81 in.) 
wheel - 500 X 50 inrn.(19.39 X 1.97 in.) brake drum - was d.e-
signed,.is 3250 kg (7l65.02lb.), it ensures for this wheel a 
maximum braking torque of 
M = 640 ,rnkg (4629.11 ft.-lb.) 
which is ample for effectively breaking the full gross weight 
of the airplane. If the landing wheel is intended for higher 
gross weights, a larger brake drum is recommended. 
Taking advantage of the test apparatus used for the de-
termination of the braking torque, we extended the brake ex-
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perimonts to includo v.arious,brake linings. We used. one brand. 
of soft brake bad. material and. two hinds of hard-pressed. lin-
ings. Each firm furnished th brae shoes wththe lining in-
stalled. Ue examined. 
a) Perodo asbestos of the German Poroclo cothrany, Tgpken 
& Co., Berlin-Mariondorf; 
h) 2rcmskerl, of the lTorth German :raho 3and. Co., iTion 
burg-Tcser; 
c) Jurid. hydraulic, of the Kirchbach comDany, Kirchbach 
& Co., Coewig-Desd.en. 
The friction coefficients obtained with the 'different 
kinds of brake linings being of greatest interest, we began 
with an interpretation of the braking torque measurements in 
order to defino p. This rrcsumos a certain oorating atti-
tude of the shoc brake to maize thc calculation of	 at all 
pOsSible when servo action is included. 
7c usod. the ideal operating attitude as defined. on pagos 
3 and 4 of this report, as basis. In order to simulate it as 
nearly as p ossible, all brake linings were repeatedly braked 
in rolling before the actual measurements too1•lace. In addi-
tion, a check was kot on the oaring qualities du'ing tho 
tests. Strictly speaking, the computed friction coolilcionts 
arc valid Ofli' for those bral:o-shoo arrangements which were 
used in the measurements. Lastly, the designer of brakes 
is not so much interested. in the friction coefficient arrived 
at in a laboratory un&er social con3itions, bat rather in 
that friction coefficient on which ho iiust base his calcula-
tion of a certain given brake shoe in order to arrive at the 
actually produced bra'Jçing torcue. '	 ' ' 
The brake drum was of cast iron and. stood. u p well during 
these experiments. Its disi!osition in the elektron wheel 
casting is very rigid as became evident in the numerous 
strength tests with different olektron landing wheel typos. 
The rate of sliprago on the linings amounted to about 8 m/s 
(26.2 ft./soc.) under the first. full braking offect. 
Since braking periods, braking torques, and cooling con-
ditions are of the same order of magnitude in all experiments 
with equal braking p ressure, it was not attempted to examine 
the temperature effect, separately. Satisfactory comparison 
is obtained. by simply plotting tlio coefficicts of friction
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of the brake linings against the surface Dress'iro. Piguros 
30 to 33 reveal the computed coefficients p. based. upon the 
maximum and minimum figures of the braking torcues (Comare 
Table v) . It should be noted. here that the surface pressure, 
as a result of the srvo action in the brake-shoe arrangement 
aside from the set braking ressure, is still de p endent on 
the friction coefficient itself, so that corresponding maxi-
mum and minimum values of p. pertaining to braking with con-
stant pressure are oblique to one another in the sc.attere.d 
field of the curves, as becomes readily apparent in the dia-
grams. 
The comparison of the individual linings yields the fol-
lowing picture: all linings reveal, as already soon from the 
brakiig tor ques, smaller variations in p. within one landing 
than tho total scattering zone of different landings with 
equal broing pressure. The soft Forodo asbestos showed the 
least variation in the p. coefficients, the average was 
p. = 0.3? and was unaffected by the surface pressure. The 
Bremskerl lining showed about the same amount of scattering 
as the Perodo asbestos but a decrease in p. as the surface 
pressure increased.. The average was about p. = 0.5 by small 
surface pressure and p. = 0.38 by full pressure. The high-
est p. by full brakir.g ressures were obtained. with the 
Jurid. hydraulic lining, whose scattered zone was likewise 
somewhat smaller than for the other brands. One peculiar fea-
ture was the difference between braking on sod and. braking on 
concrete. Whereas the. coefficionts of friction for Ferodo 
and Bromskorl, according to tests on concroto, still fall 
within the zono of the values aoaurod. on sod., the correspond-
ing. p. for Jurid. hydraulic are materially lower and. wholly 
outside of the scattering zone (Compare figure 32). Contrary 
to expectation, the braking effect when rolling on concrete 
was. less, although the airplanQ shakes less than when rolling 
on sod.. The moan p. for, braking on sod. amounted. to p.	 0.48 
for the Jurid. hydraulic, and was practically unaffected- by 
the amount of surface pressure. In the other two brands the 
coefficient of friction was therefore higher than the labora-
tory tests foretold.. High p. coefficients are desirable to 
avoid high surface pressures. 
1 n order to confirm the effect of O1i brake, linings on 
the deterioration of the friction coefficient, we made several 
other measuremonts with oiled linings. To produce the worst 
possible condition, the shoes were ::emoved. and. soakea in. 
Voltol F motor oil; 40 hours.for Perodo asbestos and Jurid. 
hydraulic, and. 15 hours for Bremskerl. The.n the shoeser-ç..: 
replaced and the tests continued.. 'Tue results were as
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lows: In the Ferod.o brand the braking effect was practically 
gone; at least., it was 50: small that the airplane could. no 
longe.r be maneuvered by using the brake for steering. Jirid. 
was slightly better at first, but after a few brakings, be-
came just as bad as the first. Bremskerl still showed some 
considerable braking effect, so that we made various measure-
ments on it, after which its shoes were ,
 again removed, and 
again soaked in 'oil for 40 hours. The results were the'same 
as before,	 '	 ' 
Figure 33 depicts the coefficients of friction computed. 
from the measurements with respect to 'the surface pressure. 
Tith the exception of a very few points the oiled linings 
still show satisfactory.
 p. coefficients, even though the 
scattering is slightly greater. The average i "
	 0.33.' 
Undoubtedly the hardness of the brake lining ha some ef-
fect on its behavior in internal expanding brakes'witi servo 
action. To 'gain some insight into the elastic behavior of 
these three brands of brake lining, a number of compression 
tests were made with a set of new linIngs. (See fig. 34.) 
The loads were applied in stages of 50 .kg/cm2 (711,18 lb.! 
sq,in,) surface pressure, each stage consuming about 20 sec-
onds. (Compare fig. 35.) This test revealed a pronounced de-
viation froni Hooke t s law in all three linings for the first 
and. second. stages of loading, accompanied by the remarkably 
groat hardness of Jurid. and the high energy absorption in the 
softer linings. The actual case of braking is more nearly 
simulated when loading in stages with subsequent unloading to 
zero,' as appoided in Figure 36. Hero the rate of loading vas 
20kg/cm2 (284.47 lb./sq.in.) surfaco prossure, and the pro-
portionality between work absorbed and compression is much 
better ' éxpres sod, although the unlod.ing curve still shows a 
pronounced curvature. The range of compressibility for re-
peated. loading is seen in igure 37. According to it the 
Bremskerl lining uses the . highest load, factOr before a bal-
anôed attitude is obtained. 
The appearance of all brake linings.was good during the 
tests. There was no sign of local thermal ovorstrossing. 
Piguros 38 to 40 show the used linings after completing the 
experiments. The piece brokon off the cornor of the Jurid 
lining attests to its hardnoss. The break was most likely 
caused. by the adjacent rivet hole. Ordinarily, Jurid. is fur-
nished with 'hydraulically d.ri.11od. holes, while in those pax-
ticular shoes the linings 'wore attached afterward. Tho wear 
was slight, and since.the number of ' brakings in an airplane 
are so much less 'than in automobiles, the' conventional brake
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linings should. present no difficulties in this respect. 
In connection with these experiments it might be of in-
terest to point out, in brief, the fundamental difference 
between an .irplane and an automobile brake. In comparison 
to the importance of brakes for automobiles and. to the fre-
quency of use their significance for airplanes is decidedly 
less. Yet the requirement of min±mum structural weight of 
the airplane brake ismuch more stressed than in automobiles, 
because the whole landing gear presents nothing but ballast 
in flight. Moreover, the airplane brake is used for steering 
and maneuvering on the ground, and in normal flight opera-
tions the use of ono or the other wheel brakes for steoring 
is much more important than braking after landing. It is 
only in an emergency landing that the wheel brake fulfills 
its real purpose. Since there is no occasion for using a 
brake when rolling backward, the designer of airplane brakes, - 
of servo brakes, for instance - is decidedly less restricted 
than the designer of automobile irakes. Whereas the automo-
bile brake undergoes its highest stresses as speed brake on 
down-hill grades, the airplane brake assumes a special impor-
tance as locking brake, when slowing down the engine at high 
static propeller thrusts and where perhaps greater braking 
forces are required than the admissible retardation ãuring 
rolling. 
If we compare the obtained braking effect with the fig-
ures encountered in automobile practice, we find, for automo-
bile brakes and pneumatic tires, the following. figures for 
braking, beginning at 60 km/h (37.28 mi./hr.) speed (Schenck, 
iochstwerte der Fahrbahnreibung. t Autoinobiltech. Z., Vol. 33, 
No. 3,l930. 
Admissible Averages from Top 
figures 4 wheel brake figures 
______tests _____________ ________________ 
Braking
_____________ 
distance	 s 27.1 22.6 15 
Coefficient 
of ground 0.52 0.63 0.945 
friction 
f___________ _________________ 
Deceleration	 b .	 . 
m/s 2 .	 5.1. 6.2	 j 9.25
(rn X 3.28083	 ft.) 
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Prom the preceding exp eriments with airplane brakes the 
figures are (tnat part of tnc r.n, boginnng at 30 km/h roll-
ing speed):	 '	 . 
Averages .	 Top figures . 
Braking 
distance s	 : 55	 .	 40 
m 
Coefficient 
of ground	 0.26	 .0.355
friction 
I 
• .. ,, . Deceleration	 b	 .	 ',	 . 
m/s2	 . '
	 2.55	 3.5	 . 
The figures are, in.conforraity with automobile practlàe, 
árrived at by assuming the braking force on the wheel péri ph-
ery as constant and the absence of any other resistance diir-
ing the run. These presumptions are less admissible fr' az 
airplane (air resistance, for example). The already cited. 
top figure for coefficient of ground friction I
	 0.342, 
computed directly from the braking torque moasu-omet is 
therefore below the above figure, while tho asp I .ute top fi-. 
urc of the deceleration for normal landing with .4.0 m/s2 (13.12 ft./sC.2) s higher than conforms to th shortOst' 
"braking distance."	 '	 '	 • 
As in automobile design, so also, but in greater degree, 
the amount of attainable braking effect is a quostion'of 
ground. condition, to which must be added the danger ,
 of nos-
ing over in smaller airplanes. So any material raise in 'the' 
above figures is not likely to occur. L 0 reover, there is no 
such great need for it as in automobiles where a matter of a 
few feet may become very vital, indeed. 
In computing automobile brakes tIi contracting firms dl' 
brake linings usually furnish friction cdefficients as stand-
ards whichare even below the averages so as to ensure that 
the braking effect, for which the brake was built, is really 
obtained	 In contrast to this, it is interesting to know the 
possible peak•in friction coefficients fQr.airp iane brakes, 
so that tho braking effect, princiDa11y,.,t...sorvo 'brakes with 
regard to nosing ovor and landing gear strosse, does not in-
crease abnormally high while the pilot expects normal brak-
ing effect.
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As concerns the thorma], strosse, the brahing:perios 
are much moro favorable for airplanp bra3os than for: automo-
bile brakes. Pull brake .application:aftor landing .],wasbc-
gins with a cold. br&e drum.	 ...... .. . 
To illustrate tie conditiois, let us com pi'te tie amount 
of energy to be decelerated•erl	 2 brake lining in one 
second brake Der±od. With q
	
surface, pressure, . v = rate 
of slippage, and.p . = coefficient of friction of th brako 
lining, the energy amounts to . .. . 	 . 
	
A	 q u. v 
For about v	 8 rn/s maximum rate of sliDp ab at the 
beginning of braking, the top figur.os for A . are: 
	
:'orodo	 Bronserl	 J r:i 
-____ ____22._ _.	 _L_ S 
__________	
0.5 
q kg/cm 2	 12.2	 12.0	 11.3 
A inks	 39	 40.3 
Cm	 5	
. 
(kg X 2.20452 = lb.) (cm X.155sq.in .) (rnlzgx7.23298=ft.-lb.) 
Per tie.cooling conditions existing in automobiles, a 
specific friction offrora 25 to 35 mkg/cm 2 s is considered. 
admissible,* which, however, is frequently exceeded with low 
pressure wheels. If we reflect that the cooling in th air-
plane is perhaps somewhat bettor, but t::at, on the other hand, 
the above figures will :oorhaps be still higher with a gross 
weight of 6500 kg (14330.03 ib.) and. the same rate of decel-
eration, it becomes apparent that the statod limit has per-
haps coon already reaciiod. Imp rovements will ontali smaller 
surface :oressures and suoscquontly groator oraing suriacos, 
such as has already boon ap1iod to this same wheel for 8.5 
ton gross weight. 
The primary purpose of the experiments on air p lane brakes 
was to acquaint the brako designer with the Special conditions 
under which airplane. brakes have to work, an. to give the .ir-
*Kollinok, "ohr Broresfiacho." Der LIotor gen, Vol. 31, 1928, 
o, 18,	 , 399,
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piano designer some Dolnts on the effect of brakes on the con-
struction and characteristics of the airplane as a whole. 
Lioroovor, it was to show the airplane owner what the require-
ments of a good airplane brake should be. Our aim heroin was 
to encourage the use of tail skids or tail wheels with land-
ing wheel brakes and thereby protect the lan&ing fields of 
airorts and at the same time increase the safety of commer-
cial aircraft in forced landings. The most recent tendencies 
to irrrove the elastic properties of landing ,goars by using 
very low air p ressure in tires will eventually result in much 
smallor wheels, This has boon carried so far in low pressure 
tircs with intorrai pressures of from 0.5 to 1.0 atmosphere, 
that the wheel ody is merely a thick hub, This moans great-
er difficulties in ensuring sufficient braking trea and hoat 
dissi:patdon. 
Lastly, these oxporithcnts wore not intended to furnish 
conclusive, estimates as to the merjts and demerits of any def-
inite tToe of internal expanding shoe brake or brake lining. 
That would entail decidedly more research than the scope of 
any study on wheel brakes and their application to aircraft 
embraces. 
Translation by 7. Vanier, 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics. 
*Vhile this report wa being printed the static test section 
of the D.V.L S
 started exporiment with American Goodyear 
low-pressure airplane wheels and brakes.
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Pig. 8 Effect of location onainitude of normal force resultant for 
arbitrarily shaped. brake shoe. The resultant equals 100% in 
the center of the lining. =0.5 is constant. 
a,
b, a	 d,	 11.535 1	 f, 1.228 in ( )4.03 ft.) C,	 I //	 L.	 B	 (999° i)	 h, 1.850 a ( 6.07 ft.) 
	
,L •-"	 k, 12°	 1, 1.64.o in ( 5.38 ft.) 
:	 a (36.25 
____ \:-
	
11.300 a ( 4.27 ft.) 
300 u(	 S ft ) 
s P	 550	 (1212	 lb.)R 11.550 kg (10031 lb.)	 _	 I 
g, 5100 kg	 __••._____________	 __________ ____________ 
(11211-3.56 lb.)	 Uith tail skid. 145355b5Il9.1°12$.5°2.7°I36.79 
565 i	 ( 121.5.5 lb.) 
Pig. 9
	
J-unkors G 211..	 B = braking force.
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Fig. 11 Juriiers 24 of the DVL 
equipped with brake 
test apparatus. 
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Fig. 10 Cabin of experimental 
airplane.
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Figs. 19,20 
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Time of rolling, sec. 
Pig. 20 Landing runs with and. without braices plotted. 
against time of rolling, tail wheel and. wheel 
brake according to Pig. 2. The upper c'urves 
denote the total run, the 'loier as begining at 
v = 17 m/s (61.2 1e-.i/h)(3 mi./hr.) rolling spood.. 
(compare tablo Iii)
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Figs. 34,35,38,38,39,40 
Fig. 38 Ferodo 1rake shoes 
after tests show-
ing even wear. 
Fig. 40 Jurid hydraulic drake 
shoes after tests. 
The type of brake at the cor-
ner attests to the hardness of 
the material. 
600 
oo Fig. 35 Surface pressu.re 
against compression 
200..ri after twice loading to 50 
kg/cm2 (711.17 lb./sq.in.) 
o surface pressure. The reduction 
to equal strengths in the lin-
ings was foregone, since it 
does not alter the conditions 
to any extent. 
200 
. Fig. 36 Surface pressure 
against compression 
oo for different brake linings 
by 20 kg/cm2 (284.47 lb./sq.in.) 
o load stages. The scale Is not 
the same as in Fig. 35 
Fig. 34 Loading .	 raic iiin 
to ascertain its elastic 
property. a=specimen. b=Zelss stress 
gauge.
